Goats in conservation
Foraging characteristics
1. Impact on vegetation structure
Goats do best when they have access to a wide range of plant species and a structurally
diverse habitat, as they can either graze or browse. Goats have narrow muzzles and a
flexible upper lip which allows them to be highly selective. In addition, they are agile and
good climbers, allowing them to access a greater range of forage than sheep. Goats graze a
sward to a typical 6cm height (3cm for sheep), but browse and graze to approximately 2 m
with ease, by going bipedal and climbing.
In grass, tall herb and scrub mosaics grazed by sheep, the first two are targeted; where just
goats are kept, the grass layer is somewhat ignored but the scrub and tall herb layers are
targeted instead. However, as goats can be more selective than sheep, they often target
grass seed heads (e.g. of wood false-brome) before they eat the leaves.
2. Feeding preferences
Goats are highly responsive (opportunistic) in exploiting ephemeral types of feed. They are
able to climb low branches of trees and are adept at covering steep rocky ground at speed.
They are very selective and able to target the leaves and flowering parts of herbaceous
species including Orchids, Gorse flowers (which they are able to extract from amongst the
spines of the leaves), ferns and fruits, including hazel nuts.
Rushes are targeted in the spring, soft rush may be effectively controlled at this time of the
year by mob stocking at high densities of greater than 10 goats per hectare.
3. Impact on trees and shrubs
Highly effective browsing ability and where woody vegetation is readily available, goats tend
to browse for 50-75 % of their feeding time – much more than most other large herbivores.
In addition, goats usually bark strip a range of trees. In upland Oak situations the order of
preference is: Holly and Ash, Rowan and Willow, Oak, Hazel, Alder and lastly, Birch; in
lowland, a base-rich site, Elder is taken first, followed by Ash, with black thorn, Sycamore
and Rose taken in similar quantities. Goats do not willingly bark strip Field Maple or
Hawthorn. Bark stripping occurs most in mid-late winter. Pine is also readily taken,
particularly during the spring.
Thus goats have the potential to effectively control scrub which is invading grass lands.
Goats may browse heather to a much greater extent than sheep.
4. Social behaviour and its effects on foraging
Goats are social animals and in the feral or free-ranging state they form matriarchal groups
(of nannies and young) that can included yearling billies. Typically, these are hefted to an
area which includes some dry, sheltered ground. Billies may be more solitary and are known
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to wander for several kilometres in search of females in oestrus, but can be found in all-male
groups outside rutting period. Because of their strong rutting behaviour, fecund billies may
not be ideal components of nature management schemes, and (feral) castrate billies may be
used instead.
5. Sex and dietary differences
This is not properly understood, but mature billies appear to bark strip more than nannies,
perhaps because they use sheltered sites more frequently. In addition, like feral Soay rams
(bullock and oates, 1998), billy goats seem to eat Ivy more than nannies; this might be
because they may need more bulk food even if it is low quality.
6. Impact of age on foraging ability
In good conditions where goats do not rely on hard grazing or bark, they can remain in active
service in nature management schemes for at least a decade. However, as with sheep, they
do not develop a full set of teeth (8) until their fifth year, and as they become older they are
likely to begin to lose teeth and become ‘broken-mouthed’. Thus in practice, their working
life is usually less than 10 years.
7. Dunging behaviour
Like sheep, goats dung in favoured rest/shelter sites. Shelter sites used by ferals can have
deep up to 0.5m accumulations of dung from centuries of use. In legend, Robert the Bruce,
when fleeing from the English on the east side of Loch Lomaond, hid in a cave used by goats.
The English seeing and smelling the goats therein could not believe that the Bruce was also
in there and passed on – hence the Royal decree he passed protecting the goats from
molestation.
The goat cave is still there, and has a big accumulation of dung; it is still used by goats.
Goats will not graze contaminated herbage.
Different types of goats
The goats, Capra species, are not native to northwest Europe. They originate from an area
which extends from eastern Mediterranean to Central Asia and the earliest evidence of
domesticated goats is from approximately 10,000 years ago in the near east.
Despite thousands of years of domestication, all goats, regardless of breed or background,
have a number of common features and attributes which are of particular relevance to
nature conservation.
All goats
A) Are agile;
B) Have a propensity to browse
C) Are adapted to dry (cold or hot) environments;
D) Require some dry sheltered ground within their home range;
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E) Are social animals
Until the beginning of the last century; the British and Irish goats breeds tended to be
small, horned, hairy and ‘all purpose’. Their milk had high butterfat content. Then
improved milking breeds (Saanen, Toggenburg, Alpine, Anglo-Nubian) were introduced
and today the phenotypic and genetic characteristics of old breed(s) of goat are
represented in feral populations.
Goats can become ‘feral’ if returned to breeding in the wild state after being
domesticated. ‘Historic feral goats’ are those with long history (70-80 years) of being
present in particular locations. For example, populations such as those in the moffat Hills
have very little human interference and show phenotypic characteristics typical of
ancient populations. Free ranging goats are those that are able to roam freely (or within
a large confine) but non-breeding or where breeding is controlled.
There is debate as to whether any of the so-called native breeds, for example, the British
Native or Landrace (Werner, 1998) can be re-domesticated from existing feral stocks. At
least one feral population, at the Valley of the Rocks (see table site details), is selected
to favour goats that appear to show characteristics of the British Native goat.
Classification of goats in Britain and Ireland
The following table provides a simple classification of goat breeds, according to features
which most strongly influence their suitability, or not, for conservation grazing
situations. Thus the first two rows represent those breeds which are currently most
popular for conservation grazing situations; the third row represents longhaired goats
which are kept commercially for fibre production, and the last row includes European
imported breeds from the last century which are kept commercially for milk production.
Thus the following information is offered for general guidance only, with the caveat that
the categorisation offered is dependent on the way in which breeds are used.
Breed examples: Bagot - Historic feral goat - Feral goat
Special features relevant to conservation grazing:
1. Likely to be unhandled and so difficult to manage.
2. As a rare breed the Bagot may be more difficult to come by and not locally available.
3. Smaller and more agile, so perhaps better suited to difficult terrain.
4. Relatively thick coat thus may be better suited/adapted to free ranging.
5. Feral goats are readily available from ‘gather’.
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Breed example: Dwarf/Pigmy
Special features relevant to conservation grazing:
1. Generally well handled, thus may be easier to manage.
2. Appear to do well in conservation grazing situations.
3. Small, thus easier to contain.
Breed example: Alpine, Saanen, Toggenburg, Anglo-Nubian
Special features relevant to conservation grazing:
1. Generally well handled and polled, thus may be easier to handle.
2. More readily available than other breeds.
3. Commercial domestic, high milk yield goats. Those in milk production will have highenergy demands, thus may not be suited to poor quality grazing.
4. Those in milk production will have large udders, vulnerable to damage on brambles
and thorny vegetation.
5. The Anglo-Nubian is heavily improved for milk production and also has a large body
size and may be as agile as other goat breeds.
Breed example: Angora, Cashgora, Cashmere, Golden Guernsey
Special features relevant to conservation grazing:
1. Generally well handled, thus may be easier to manage.
2. None of the breeds are commonly available; in addition, the Golden Guernsey is a
rare breed and so stock may be more difficult to come by and not locally available.
3. Longhaired, so liable to becoming tangled in thorny vegetation and brambles.
4. The Angora grazes more than other goat breeds.
5. The Abgora reputedly stands out in rain, so may be more vulnerable to ill health
than other breeds which will seek shelter.

Comparison of goats and sheep
Differences
1. Goats are relatively long-legged, depending on breed and more agile than sheep.
2. Goats can travel further than sheep (in part because they are selective feeders),
especially towards the evening.
3. Goats are able to climb low branches of trees.
4. Goats are more discriminating than sheep in terms of feeding habits. This may allow
them to select parts of poisonous plants with relatively low levels of toxins.
5. Goats browse much more than sheep, including mature heather.
6. Goats are not susceptible to fly strike, although Angora goats with their long woolly
hair may be an exception.
7. Goats are able to recycle the urea they produce and can go for long periods without
drinking; however goats should always have access to a suitable water supply.
8. Goats require proper (overhead and preferably windproof) shelter.
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9. Goats do not require shearing, except Angora goats, which require twice yearly
shearing.
Similarities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Goats and sheep are similar size.
Free-ranging goats and sheep become hefted to an area.
Both have selective feeding habits.
Extensive, ranging goats and sheep have low water requirements.
If kept on hard, rocky ground, hoof trimming is unlikely to ne necessary; otherwise,
both types of animal will require routine foot care.
6. Similar teeth development and wear sequences.

Conservation situations where goats are in use and contacts
Site name: Smithcombe, Hills and Totternhoe, Knolls, Bedfordshire.
Habitat: Scrub invaded. Species-rich calcareous grassland.
Details available: Trails to compare the abilities of goats vs. Conventional nature
management to control scrub and restore species-rich calcareous grassland. 21 freeranging goats of mixed Saanen/Nubian/20th century feral origin and both sexes used.
Oliver et al, papers in prep.
Contact: Pauline Oliver 01727 858901

Site name: Cheddar Gorge, Somerset.
Habitat: Somerset species-rich calcareous grassland on steep slopes in Cheddar Gorge.
Details available: Domestic goats of mixed origin (Saanen-Nubain) free ranged in
Cheddar Gorge in early 1990’s, in order to control scrub. Removed largely due to
inquisitiveness and interaction with public. Focus of study on summer feeding behaviour
and habitat use (Smith and Bullock 1993)
Contact: Dr David Bullock 01285 651818

Site name: Lullington Heath, Sussex.
Habitat: English nature Chalk grassland and scrub.
Details available: combination of Bagot goats, New forest ponies and Exmoor ponies
used for scrub control. 25 nannies and billies (equal proportions of each sex) and 1
whether. Goats open up the scrub, pony’s follow- up by grazing under storey.
Supplemented by hay in winter and hard feed near kidding time.
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Contacts: Dr Tim Beech 01273 476595

Site name: Coed y Bronnedd, National trust.
Habitat: Pasture woodland on archaeological site.
Details available: 30 ‘cashmere’ goats (mixed domestic and feral origin from Australia).
Cashmeres run on wood-pasture May/June- Sept/Oct (Grazing to preserve both wood
pasture and historical interests), require little husbandry.
Contact: Rosemary Kent 01873 810547

Site name: Near Sugar Loaf, Silgo.
Habitat: Upland pasture.
Details available: 12 nanny Bagot goats- on in-bye land on upland farm near Sugar Loaf
mountain- reduce weeds e.g. thistles.
Contact: Rosemary Kent 01873 810 547

Site name: SSSI near Birmingham.
Habitat: woodland and scrub.
Details available: 7 Bagot goats on a 6 ha. Surrounded by 5 ft split oak fencing. No
handling. Hay in winter.
Contact: Peter Evans 01564 742354

Site name: Mays Lane cemetery, Berkshire.
Habitat: unused cemetery land with scrub and coarse grass. Bee orchids present.
Details available: 2 Bagot goats and 5 sheep successfully grazed 1.2 ha in order to reduce
scrub (Bramble, Birch) and rank grass over 3 years. Natural shelter. Scrub was reduced
considerably and grassland improved without loss of grassland diversity. Bee orchids
were not eaten. A small amount of winter hard feed was given, but no hay. No longer on
site. Main reason for terminating the project was distance away from main holding and
difficulty in handling/catching Bagots when necessary.
Contact: Mrs. J E Taylor 01753 642029
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Site name: Oxwich, Gower peninsula. Countryside Council for Wales.
Habitat: Dune slacks.
Details available: Surplus nannies from North Wales populations used for coastal
grassland restoration in early 90’s. Very effective in high densities but scheme stopped
due to mainly to difficulties of containment. 12 pygmy goats now used, in same system.
Mixed breeding herd. Currently used for scrub control in 100m x 100m (1 ha) plots in
dune slacks. Moved on every 2 weeks. Plots surrounded by 4 foot electric netting topped
with horse tape. Very effective but don’t browse as much as feral goats that were
previously on site; may be due to fact that these goats had been used to pasture. Intend
to sell off nannies in hope that offspring will browse more. Appear to drink more than
feral goats. Require occasional foot-trimming, also wormed, deloused. Cost ex fencing
approx £160 / year. Good with people (not skittish), easy to catch. (See Hughes, 1993).

Site name: Stackpole, Pembrokeshire.
Habitat: 1. Merepool valley. Ash-hazel woodland on valley side; sand dunes, some wet
dune slacks in bottom.
2. stackpool warren SSSI. Maritime heath.
3. Promontory fort on lakes.
4. Merepool valley. Terrace below big house.
Details available: 1 and 2 Crossbred domestic goats introduced 3 yrs ago on 10 ha (25
acre). 16-20 nannies and 1 billy. Owned by local traveller. Introduced to graze Clematis,
Brambles, Sea Buckthorn etc. Shelter provided but not used; in winter goats retreat into
woodland. Good results, trees improving habitat for lichens.
3. 5-6 of the same goats used to remove scrub. Successfully used for 1 year then
followed by cattle.
4. Historic landscape with unwanted shrub invasion, used with good results in small
area, eating Lonicera japonica especially after clearance of big scrub by hand. Some
goats escaped across standard stock-proof fencing into neighbouring gardens, but
successfully replaced by new goats unfamiliar with gardens!
Site name: Minsmere, Suffolk. RSPB.
Habitat: Scrub in ‘pit’ area to be managed for Stone Curlew. Blackthorn/hawthorn
most abundant woody species.
Details available: 2 feral billies from Valley of the Rocks, Lynton. On 1 ha surrounded
by 4 strand electric fence since Sept ‘99’. Have natural water and shelter. Objective
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to destroy the scrub. Mature billy escaped at first. Two animals died, apparently
from over – consumption of Elder.
Contact: Andy Needle 01728 648701
Site name: Horsall Common, Surrey.
Habitat: lowland heath with invading Pine and Birch scrub.
Details provided: Saanen, British Alpine, Toggenburg, Anglo-Nubian crosses. These
goats came from Lynton prior to the now largely successful back-breeding
programme to goats of Cheviot type. They are not, therefore, good examples of the
breed. No billies. Problems with dogs. Grazing occurred in 1994 for 11 months and
was not repeated. Site now cattle grazed.
Contact: Rob McGibbon 01483 579713
Site name: valley of the Rocks, Lynton.
Habitat: Coastal heath and grassland.
Details available: feral goats at Valley of Rocks; not a conservation grazing project
per se, but subject to improvement of stock as ‘British Native Goats’. Lynton feral
goats originate from Cheviot stock that had some introgression with domestic goats,
but which are being reconstituted to the original type.
Contact: Raymond Werner 020 7622 5637, Melanie Small 01598 752530
Site name: Ventnor and Bembridge Fort, Isle of Wight.
Habitat: Coastal chalk grassland with acid gravel cap with encroaching scrub (Holm
Oak woodland).
B) Rank grass, Bramble and Ivy in dry moat.
Details available: a) Feral goats at Ventnor since 1993. Successful at controlling Holm
Oak invading chalk downland. Vegetation monitored using permanent quadrats. See
Tutton (1994)
b) Two vasectomised bellies kept in a dry moat. Very successful at stopping Ivy and
rank vegetation covering fort.
Contact: Tony Tutton 01983 741020
Site name: Great Orme
Habitat: Coastal heath and grassland.
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Details available: feral goats that have been recently recognised by the British Goat
Society as rare cashmere breed originating from Windsor) Great park) Whites.
Originate from 4 cashmere goats, imported from Persia via France in 1819 and taken
to Weald hall, Essex. A pair went to Windsor Great Park in 1828, from where a pair
was sent to the great orme in the early 1890’s.
Contact: Sally Pidcock, sally.pidcock@conwy.gov.uk ,see Pinchen 1992.
Site name: the Burren, County Clare.
Habitat: Karst.
Details available: largest population of free-ranging feral goats in North-west
Europe. Probably important in controlling encroachment of hazel and other scrub
into limestone grassland of exceptional nature conservation interest.
Contact: Duchess National Heritage 00353 5035 9444
Site name: Ash Ranges, Surrey. Surrey heathland project.
Habitat: Heathland with Pine and birch scrub.
Details available: Non-breeding herd of 46 feral goats. Billies have been castrated.
These goats came from Lynton prior to the now largely successful backbreeding
program to goats of cheviot type. They are not, therefore, good examples of breed.
Part of site uses 6 strands of wire, but vast majority has 4 strands. Natural water
supply supplemented by browser in dry period. Foot-trimming c. 3 times a year.
Shelter provided (rarely used). Last 4-5 animals in first winter. Vet brought in when
necessary. Goats have become fairly tame and easy to handle. Photographic
monitoring.
Contact: Rob McGibbon 01483 579713
Site name: Magillaghan, Northern Ireland. Environment and heritage Service.
Habitat: Dune System.
Details available: Feral goats used to control scrub. Trail undertaken in 1996 to
assess but high cost of maintaining fence combined with a few neighbour problems
led to ending of trail in 2000.
Contact: Darrell Stanley 028 7776 3982.
Other contacts:
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Bagot Goat Breed Society-Peter and Audrey Evans-01564 742354
British Goat Society (FOR Saanen, Nubian, Alpine, Pygmy etc)-www.allgoats.com
Feral Goats-Estates Department, national Trust- Mr David J Bullock 01285
651818
Great Orme Goat Breeders- Annette Cleaver 01491 642021
Rare Breed Survival Trust-0247 6696551
The British native Goat preservation Society- Raymond Werner- 020 7622 5637
The Lynton Feral Goat Preservation Society- Melanie Small- 01598 752530

Other sites: Trent Country Park, Windsor Great Park, Queen Elizabeth Country Park,
Thorndon Country Park- Raymond Werner- 020 7622 5637
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